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Roger RADSTROM
Vice President in charge of the organisation
2014
New will come from UK, Italy and Holland?

2015
Denmark?
A network for employees with the same:

- “Every day” business: different solutions
- Challenges: energy, elderly, social conflicts
- EU to monitor - EU funding
- Wish to develop our staff: attractive employers
- Wish to be best in our local market

Needs for improvement!
The Vision of Eurhonet!

Leading European housing!
Makes our employees grow

- Connecting people
- Professional academies
- Creative meetings
- Inspiration
Best in our local market

- Learning by networking
- Finding best practice
- Creating new solutions
- Raising European standard
How do we really work?
4 topic groups
Energy

BuildTog
- 6 companies
• 2013; Darmstadt, Bauverein AG Senàrt, FSM. More will come
• Meetings and workshops

Retrofitting together
- 11 companies
• Energy saving in existing stock
• Common tools (thermal, financial)
• "Flying experts"

News
• Retrofitting.02 New pilot sites
• Open meeting in Bari, Italy
• Website www.buildtog.eu
27 Reports for:
- Benchmarking
- Improvement
- Social value
- Image

**Focus 2014**
- Promoting EURHO-GR
- Conference in Paris
- ERHIN Project, Website
- Good practice
- Benchmarking – theme
- Social value models
- CSR Handbook and other brochures
Social integration

Long time focus;
*City planning & employment*

**2013**
- Urban Regeneration in Bolton
- Tenant’s self-reliance in Amsterdam

**News 2014**
- New Topic leader – **Mark Turnbull**
- Our task “back home”; how do we work?
- Cooperating with local communities
- Health – how to support?
Elderly

- ICT- conference in London
- Housing concepts; entrance, kitchen and bathroom
- 3 field visits; Mannheim, Örebro and Bolton

**Focus 2014**
- ICT-solutions for elderly
- “Age Awareness Day” – concept
- Networking

*ICT = Information and communication technology*
The task forces...
In 2013
- 47 employees have taken part
- 11 companies
- Positive response
- New synergies and ideas!

How to do it?

Find out which are the steps to take part to the Eurhonet exchange program for employees.

Exchange News

Read more about the experiences of the Eurhonet members’ staff related to the exchange program for employees.
EU-funding

- TrHoC, Beca, After, I-stay@home, ERHIN
- EU-funding contact persons in all companies
- Workshop - basic knowledge
- In focus at CEO Academy and General Assembly

News 2014

• New task force; Francis Deplace, Caterina Verde, Dieter Emig, Gianfranco Tarabuzzi, Gwen Crawford.
• 3 workshops
• EU- funding consultancies
• Application for new EU-projects
Communication

• New website: user-friendly
• Reorganizing our extranet
• Social media:
  - Facebook
  - Twitter
  - LinkedIn
Communication

Focus 2014

- Task force support topic groups
- Monthly newsflash
- Improved extranet
- Promoting the website
Marketing

Recruiting and introducing new members;
- Angus, Scotland
- Manchester, England
- Bolton meeting
- 5 New companies; Italy, France, Germany, Sweden
- Presentations, brochures

Focus 2014
- UK
- Netherlands
- Expanding in “Old countries”
Improvement

Eurhonet survey; *Happy members?*
Activity planning: *Moving toward our Vision?*

**Focus 2014**

- Structure yearly planning
- Support Coordinators
- Bringing back the “output”
- Workshops and CEO Academy
- Eurhonet Junior Academy
Other activities...
Open meetings

Bolton

Moscow
Workshops & Open meetings
2014

**Communication**
“Using facades as a part of company advertising and corporate design”
Bielefeld, Germany

**Energy**
“New measures for challenging the EU energy goals”, Bari, Italy

**Social Integration**
“How to support health and wellbeing across our communities?”
Brussels, Belgium

**Ageing**
“Developing day nurseries and sheltered accommodation”

**EU- funding**
3 Workshops, Brussels, Belgium
Conferences

2013
- CSR Berlin, October
- Ageing – ICT-solutions, November in Reims, France

News 2014
- CSR – Good practices Awards, Paris, FRANCE
CEO-academy

- Show best practice
- External experts
- Networking
  - getting new friends

2010 Linköping, Canterbury
2011 Torino, Munich
2012 Bari
2013 Calais

2014 – Naples, Italy
Eurhonet Junior Academy

- 25 to 40 years old
- More than 25 applications
- Different professional skills
- Three teams will compete; Best strategy for "The new wave housing company"
- One week 28/7 – 1/8, 900 Euro
- Bochum Germany
Field visits
Welcome to Gävle and Gavlegårdarna 2014
Executive committee
Coordinators
A welcoming team!

Paris Mars.
- What's going on?
- Demands in our companies
- Needs for improvement?
Secretariat

Located in Brussels

The
• hub
• networker
• organizer
• trubbel shooter
• support
• Communicator

Don’t hesitate – call, send an SMS or a mail!

Caterina VERDE
Challenges 2014

Organization:
• Focus on needs in our companies
• New EU-funding
• Spread the exchange program
• Recruit and introduce new members
• Yearly planning
• Support TG-leaders and Coordinators

Communication
• Bringing the concrete output home
• Promoting our website/extranet
Look forward!

Our
- News and focus
- Organisation
- Activities
- Dates and places
- Objectives

A lot of options!

More will come
- Check our website!
Leading European housing

Best in our local market
- Learning by networking
- Finding best practice
- Creating new solutions
- Raising European standard

Makes our employees grow
- Connecting people
- Professional academies
- Creative meetings
- Inspiration

High customer satisfaction